The Canons of Construction Ultimate Guide to 1L

You made it, baby!

The Canons Ultimate Guide to...
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everything 1L.

In this
edition:
• law school lingo
• how to study for 1L
• what's the deal with CANs?
• do's & don'ts of 1L
• 1L advice from upper years
• the 1L timeline
• all about extracurriculars
• the summer after 1L
• notes on mental health

About the
authors:
This guide was compiled by the current
Canons of Construction Editors-in-Chief: Victoria
Chiu, Monica Oh, and Cailey Severson. Canons
of Construction (a.k.a. Canons) is a monthly
publication produced by U of A law students, for
U of A law students.
In each issue, we meme on things, talk about
student life, review events, and do interviews with
cool law-related people. We also do one-off
issues like this, which we’re planning to do more
of as the year progresses. If this sort of thing
floats your boat, feel free to join us for monthly
pitch meetings and submit your writing! No
journalism experience required. We’d love to
have you, and best of luck in 1L
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The 1L Timeline.

Look who just started their first year of law
school!!!
We’re talking about you, dude. Get ready for a First two weeks: Foundations to Law. DO NOT
wild academic year, made even more wild by The- STRESS ABOUT THE FINAL. It's pass/fail, multiple
Virus-Which-Shall-Not-Be-Named.
choice, extremely easy, and you can use the
internet !!! One of our editors forgot there was a
But if you’re feeling lost, anxious, confused, or Foundations CAN on the LSA website and wrote the
scared (or if you’re feeling elated, excited, and full whole thing from her very patchy memory...and still
of confidence), we’ve got you covered with our
passed. Enjoy this course. It is a sweet time that
brand new guide. Here’s everything we wish
you don’t appreciate until it’s gone. You also
someone told us when we started 1L.
typically get fed a lot of free food

WEIRD LAW SCHOOL LINGO
0L = Someone who hasn’t started law school
1L/2L/3L = First/second/third year law student
OCIs = On-Campus Interviews
SLS = Student Legal Services
LSA = Law Students Association
ECH = East Campus House
CANs = Condensed Annotated Notes (just notes)
Gunners = students who try extremely hard.
(Nothing wrong with that, but that’s what the term
means.)
SNAIL = a term we didn’t make up that
apparently stands for “Students Not Actually In
Law School” who act like they are. A derogatory
term we’ve never actually heard someone say out
loud, probably because it’s rude.

Next little while until mid-October: Everyone
trying to get familiar with each other, the school, the
classes, the material, and where to study/eat/chill.
Pro tip: Law students don’t get a fall reading week,
so don’t look forward to that.
Mid-November: Panic about midterms starts to
slowly bubble. They're usually worth around 20-30%
of your final grade, some may be fail-safe.
December: The 1L memo is due. Also, midterms.
Bless your soul. But really, don’t worry a ton about
them numerically. Use them as a way to test your
habits and see if your study methods are working for
you. Go see your profs for feedback!
January: Applications for 1L jobs are due at the end
of the month. Law Show is also typically at the end
of January, which is a hell of a time. Highly
recommend. You also slowly get your midterm
grades back IN PERSON (you pick them up at
Student Services after each individual professor lets
the class know the exams are available) over this
month. Not all the cohorts get them back at the
same time.
Mid-February: 1L factums are due, the Carbolic
Smoke Ball happens, and then Reading Week—
good news unless you’re participating in the 1L
Recruit, because firm interviews run exclusively over
this week. Job offers are made on the Friday of the
week at a designated time (usually around 5:00
PM).
April: Final exams!!!
That’s a wrap, folks!
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All about studying.
(What you're really here for.)
If you've made it this far, you probably care at
least a little about studying and grades. The reality
of law school grading is that most people end up
with a B average (that’s a 3.0 for you numerical
GPA fans). A higher average in the B+/A- range will
secure you plenty of interviews. It’s a good idea to
think backwards from the opportunities you want for
yourself. If you want to clerk at the SCC, you’ll want
really high marks. If you want to work in a law firm
you’ll also need good marks, but not the straight-A’s
you’ll aim for if you want to clerk.
The best overall advice, we think (and that
you'll hear everywhere) is this: keep doing what
worked for you in undergrad. Just because you’re in
a different program, doesn't mean that you have to
throw out all your time-tested methods — stick to
what you know works for you. That means not
getting psyched out when you see classmates
either doing no readings or finishing the readings for
February in the third week of September. Stay
focused on what works for you.
You'll see if your approach is working for you
once you get your December midterm results back
—and adjust accordingly for the April finals.

Trust yourself. You made it here.

But that's enough about that. How do you
actually study in law school? What are the
different approaches? Read on for more.

How to actually study.
There are a few different approaches you
can take depending on how much effort you
want to put in and what generally makes you
feel most prepared. We agree with what our
friends at Ultra Vires, the U of T law school’s
paper, said about this. So, courtesy of them,
with some of our own notes added (hey, look,
that's how we write CANs!):
The most work: Do all readings and
highlight/makes liner notes about what's
important. Go to all your classes and take
detailed notes. Make notes/CANs of all
readings and including your class notes. Make
mind maps from those notes, blurt them on
your own, etc. Do every practice exam you can
get your hands on. Hash over the exams and
your practice answer drafts in study groups while checking with the prof.
Less work: Do all the readings. Go to class.
Use upper-year CANs for studying, using what
your prof focuses on in class as a guide. Do
practice exams on your own, then review them
with a study group.
Even less work: Do none of the assigned
readings yourself, but read upper-years' CANs
and adapt them as needed. Show up to class
to see what the prof focuses on and edit CANs
accordingly. Do practice exams.
No work: Don’t read anything, don’t go to
class, and fail law school (unless you’re a
genius, in which case, why are you wasting
your time and money with law school???).

You'll get this soon if you don't
already.
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All about studying.
(cont'd)

The Scoop on Study
Spots.

How long?

While you may not be able to access all of these
study spots now, we've gathered a handful for you
to dream about in the meantime.

So you've got your readings, lecture notes,
slides, and even a supplementary text or two.
You've collected a hefty stack of CANs from
the LSA site and you're ready to go. How long
should you spend trying to absorb it all?

Law Library: Perhaps the most obvious academic
area. Sometimes filled with people who aren't in law.
You can book study rooms online, or in person. The
larger tables have ample space, but outlets are
scare. The lonelier single user carrels have an outlet
each.
The Gavel: Can anyone even study in here? Table
space, snacks available for purchase by Steve,
outlets, couches, and a continous flow of students probably not getting much studying done here but
hey there's a ping pong table?
Health Science Library: While this library is quite a
trek from the law centre it might be worth a trip and
here's why. It's large and spacious, has LOTS of
natural light (!!!), plenty of table space and outlets,
and a steady supply of med students to have glaring
contests with.
Remedy Cafe: If you're a fan of ChilledCow (that
YouTube channel where you can listen to 24/7 lofi
beats), Remedy is the perfect place to blast those
tunes and get to work. Some people study here
almost exclusively. With great food (and
milkshakes), a bustling cafe atmosphere, and cozy
lived-in decor, it's a wonderful place to get some
studying done: close enough to the Law Centre to
remember that you're still supposed to be working,
but far enough that you can sometimes blink and
relax a little. And talk to a study buddy over a plate
of samosas without worrying that you're going to
disturb someone!

As we said above, there's no exact time you
should or shouldn't spend on studying to do
well. We've all heard the mythical tale of that
one student who just downloaded an LSA CAN
and managed to ace all their courses, but the
reality is that most law students study hard,
long hours - with varying results. TL;DR - do
what you want.
Again, what works for you may not work for
other people. Most of the time, it's not about
how long you study but what you've been
studying. And the only person who can tell you
what and how to study? Your Professor.

Underrated Ways to Succeed.
(Things we were told to do but never did that
sound really good in hindsight.)
1. Talk to your Prof. Your Professor is the one
who knows the most about that course they're teaching it after all. Don't be shy and
ask them for tips!
2. Take some time to yourself. It may seem
like everyone is reading or studying or doing
SOMETHING but sometimes we just need to
wind down by doing absolutely nothing or just
scrolling some memes.
3. Try not to compare your routine/self with
others. We love our fellow classmates, but
everyone has different learning styles,
commitments, and time. Just because
someone speaks a lot in class doesn't mean
much of anything! Have faith in yourself, you
deserve it!
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Do's.
DO ask questions you think will help the rest of the class.
DO use the first term to figure out the study method that
works for you.
DO try to get to know your fellow 1Ls, even if you have to
do it remotely.
DO get involved. There's more to law school than just
studying.
DO have a concise CAN that works for you
DO practice exams.
DO speak to your profs - they are the only person who can
tell you how to succeed in their class and answer q's
DO reach out to an upper year, faculty, or staff member if
you need someone to talk to
DO have confidence in yourself and practice self-care!

Don'ts.
DON'T make your CAN 90 pages long.
DON'T skip class (seriously, don't.)
DON'T over-analyze your cases.
DON'T overcommit to extracurriculars.
DON'T think you absolutely need a 1L or corporate job,
the recruit is not the be-all end-all
DON'T drink too much coffee
DON'T stress too much about grades, the recruit, or falling
too behind on readings
DON'T do something just because everyone else is doing
it. Follow what works for you.
DON'T compare your progress with others - everyone is
different and you'll make it there!
DON'T forget about your mental health.

O
F
1
L
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What's the deal
with CANs?
CANs, as you now know, are Condensed
Annotated Notes...which sounds fancy but really
just means notes that have been crushed down
into only the most essential basics. They're used
for exams—which are almost all open book, so you
can use your CANs to reference the exact wording
of something from a case or statute.
Almost every CAN consists of a smorgasbord of
lecture notes, slides, readings/statute, reading
notes, other CANs, case summaries. Often
complete with tabs and a table of contents - this is
your guide to the exam.
CANs are useful, and you'll often see people
get them from upper years or rip them from random
places online. This is totally fine! HOWEVER, a few
caveats:
Not all CANs are accurate. Even a great
student may make some mistakes. They're only
human, so always cross-check to make sure
what you're looking at is accurate.
It's advisable to make your own CANs, but
this doesn't mean you have to make them
totally from scratch. One good practice is to
take a set of CANs you like the look of and
adapt the information inside to your liking.
It's generally not advisable to rely entirely
on CANs to prep for classes (meaning
reading CANs instead of the actual
readings). You won't necessarily tank your
classes if you choose to do this—who knows,
maybe you're a genius! Seriously!—but it's
often a good idea to do the actual readings and
use CANs to make sure you've gotten the right
messages from the case/statute/etc that you've
been assigned.
On that note, doing readings is important
because it helps you develop familiarity with
the law. CANs can't totally replicate this, so
that's why they're a good supplementary rather
than primary resource.
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A long CAN is not necessarily a good CAN.
A CAN is only as good as its user - know
where the material is and how to apply it.
Sometimes the best CANS are short, concise,
and to the point.

How to prep your own
CANs
The answer here is sort of a hippie-dippy
deal: the way to make your own CANs lies
*within yourself* in that only you can really
answer this. You have to make them in a way
that makes sense to you—and will make sense
to you during an exam.
CANs take all forms: 100+ page-long lists
of holdings and cases; unedited compendiums
of lecture notes; tightly condensed charts of
key takeaways; mind maps—whatever you can
think of, someone's probably done it.
Whatever you do, make sure you familiarize
yourself with it. You don't want to be flipping
through a CAN during an exam trying to find
something—you want to know exactly where it
is from the get-go.

DECEMBER = MEMO SZN
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1L advice —
straight from
the source (2Ls)
"Law school isn’t hard—you don’t have to put in
a ton of effort to pass. Stressing like everyone
else doesn’t help your situation. Calm and
steady."
"It’s good to use other people’s CANs as a
guide to make your own CAN. Make a little bit of
your CANs every day, so you’re not scrambling
in December."
"Spend more time worrying about core courses
instead of LRW."
"Don't be afraid to approach your professors for
feedback early on. It's better to figure out where
you went wrong on a practice exam than a real
exam!"
"You belong here! Imposter syndrome is real.
But you did the work and you’re 100% qualified
and capable to take on law school."
"Don't listen to your 1L peers' advice. Seriously,
don't. They (usually) know as much as you do,
which isn't much. Unleash your anxiety on
Career Services and your profs instead."
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"Remember to keep a life outside of law—
take a dance class, start rock climbing,
find a basketball team, join an improv
group, volunteer with groups outside of
the law world. In 1L, even the smallest
mistakes can feel all-encompassing and
world-ending; keeping a life outside of law
helps keep things in focus."
"A lot of people will try to show you how
much better they are than you. Study in
silence; let your success make the noise."
"Don't listen to advice and do your own
thing."

Hardest 1L class, according to
(some) 2Ls
Contracts
4.2%

Torts
12.5%

Property
31.3%
LRW
12.5%

Criminal
14.6%

Constitutional
25%

The 1L Recruit.
If you want to apply to be a summer student in a law firm (or in the Department of Justice, or
with the City of Edmonton, or with the Alberta Crown Prosecution Service) during the summer
after 1L, you'll want to know that there's something called the 1L Recruit.
This formal recruit happens every year. The online application portal (viLaw) is open in
January for a limited time and then interviews are scheduled for Reading Week. There are very
few 1L large firm jobs available, and they‘re spread across Edmonton and Calgary. You’ll hear
more on this later, but just know for now that it makes for a hectic and crazy Reading Week.
Since we're on the topic of recruits, know that there is also a 2L Recruit and an Articling Week
recruit process, so the 1L Recruit isn't the be all and end all! Very few students will end up with a
job and it has nothing to do with your ability as a future lawyer - it says more about the rigourous
process than it does about the number of qualified applicant!
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Extracurriculars
(Clubs, sports, and more.)

The LSA
There are a bunch of events hosted by the Law
Students Association (LSA) that are often free to
attend. There might be different formats or events
this year compared to last year, but the LSA is
generally committed to making the year as fun as
possible for students (and they facilitate a lot of other
neat perks). Some of the recurring events include:
El Hacko Golf Tournament
Hal-LAW-ween
The Med / Law Mixer
Motion to Strike Bowling Tournament
Ugly Sweater Christmas Party
Family Holiday Party
Carbolic Smoke Ball

Student Legal Services
There are several projects in SLS: the
Criminal Law project, the Civil and Family Law
project, the Legal Education project, and the
Pro Bono Students Canada project. SLS
assists members of Edmonton's low income
community in navigating the steps of the legal
system.
Volunteers are usually assigned biweekly
shifts and assist with directing walk-in clients
(except they're called "principals"), answering
telephone inquiries, and taking the helm on at
least one case over the course of the year. It's
a great way to get court experience and a taste
of what being a lawyer actually involves.

Clubs

Sports & Intramurals

As you’ll soon see at Clubs Fair, there are a ton
of clubs at law school. Each one organizes events
and generally aims to help students connect with
each other and/or with working lawyers. Here are
some highlights:
Animal Justice
Business and Law Association
Black Law Students Association
Canons of Construction (shameless self promo)
Energy Law Club
Environmental Law Student Association
Indigenous Law Students' Association
Law and Older
Law Students for International Human Rights
Law Show
OUTlaw (hosts of Law School's A Drag show!)
Sports and Entertainment Law Society
Women’s Law Forum

Sports fans unite! Whether it’s hockey, rugby,
volleyball, dodgeball, or futbal, the LSA generally
has a bunch of intramural teams for athletically
inclined students. You can usually look to the
Facebook group for updates on these.
There are also a bunch of great Faculty of Law
sports clubs, including:
Golden Bearristers / Panda Bearristers Rugby
Club
Litigators, Men's Hockey
Swift Justice, Women's Hockey
Tortfeasors, Men's Hockey

Other ways to get
involved
There are also a bunch of *other* ways to get
involved, from the Articling Committee to the
Mental Health and Wellness Committee to running
for an actual position within the LSA. You can
volunteer to help out with Dean's Welcome next
year or at other faculty-sanctioned events. The
possibilities are endless.
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A quick note on
mental health
Alberta Lawyers'
Assistance Society
(ASSIST)
Law school—and being a lawyer, for that matter
—is stressful at times. ASSIST provides free,
professional, confidential 24/7 mental health
support to lawyers and law students. As students,
we get four professional counselling sessions per
issue per year, completely free of charge.

Counselling @ the U of A
You should also keep in the back of your mind
that there are official counselling services available
through the U of A's Counselling & Clinical Services
if you'd ever like to make use of them. They're
available remotely, so you can reach out to them
anytime.

This won't be you. Take care
of your mental health!!!
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Law school has this funny way of sometimes
feeling like it's your entire life—like there's
nothing outside of Law and Studying Law and
Learning About the Law and that your whole
identity is A Law Student. But balance is
important no matter what field you're studying,
so try to strive for that—however it looks to you.

Ways to unwind
around Edmonton
This editor is a lifelong Edmontonian who
really likes R&R. So here are her (my) personal
recommendations for eating, getting out, and
finding places that aren't your own home to
explore if you're not from YEG*:
For late nights studying: Remedy Cafe on
109th or Whyte Ave
For Filipino: Filistix (I'll rep Filistix till my
dying breath. It's also my favourite oncampus option)
For the best pasta ever: Cafe Amore
For drinks: Black Dog or The Buckingham
For Chinese with FANTASTIC value:
Double Greeting Won Ton House
For ramen: Tokiwa Ramen
For Vietnamese: La Pagode, Pagolac,
or Cố Đô Huế
For Korean: Lee House or Hanjan
For Japanese pub food: Dorinku (eat the
Shaka Shaka Fries!)
For veg friends: Padmanadi or Moth Cafe
For sandwiches: Farrow or De Rose Bros
Meats
For burgers: The Local Omnivore
For amazing desserts: Duchess Bakery
For Dorito mac and cheese (literally just for
this): Northern Chicken
We can't really go to any clubs and other
attractions right now, but if you want to
walk around Edmonton's river valley is
beautiful.
*Always be safe when going out, of course!
**I really like Asian food...
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Post-1L summer
(How to spend the summer
before 2L.)

1L firm jobs
If you manage to get a job during the recruit, you'll
be spending your summer as a student doing
whatever it is a 1L summer student does!

Non-firm internships
If being in a firm (or a strictly all-law environment)
isn’t your jam, consider the wealth of other
opportunities out there! From working in-house in
an energy company’s legal department to flying out
to another continent for an academic internship to
pursue the project of your dreams (hey, we can
always stay positive on how the world will look 12+
months from now), there are so many experiences
available.

Work at SLS
If you loved being a caseworker, maybe you’ll want
to ramp it up and become an SLS dayleader!
Dayleaders work over the summer (don’t worry,
you’re paid) on case files for their assigned project
and manage shifts of volunteer caseworkers during
the academic year.
The SLS application process is after the 1L Recruit.
After interviews are finished, hiring decisions are
made available in writing (that means with actual
printed, sealed letters) at the front desk in ECH.

You'll kill it in 1L!
Go forth + be
awesome!
And email us at canons@ualberta.ca if you have
any questions. <3

Become a research
assistant
You can be a research assistant for a
professor or at research centres like the U of
A’s Health Law Institute. Career Services
keeps the student body notified of these
opportunities in their weekly email, so look out
for those around February and March.

Travelling and doing
stuff besides work
Finally, there is literally nothing stopping
you from just using your summer to relax.
After all that hectic stuff we just talked about,
maybe you want to just take your summer to
chill out, not read case law, and draw up your
Love is Blind bracket for next season. There's
a lot of merit in indulging in fun for one of the
last law-free summers you might ever have for
the next, like, forty years. The world is your
oyster.
(This editor spent her summer with
her family just relaxing - and wouldn't change it
for the world.)

♡
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OPTIONAL READING: So you like to
plan ahead.
Stuff to consider for 2L
It’s basically the very first day of law school and
you might already be overwhelmed. But here are
some of the opportunities available to 2Ls and up
that you might want to just have in the back of your
mind for (much, much) later.

Alberta Law Review
It’s the Alberta law schools’ (that’s U of C and U
of A) law journal! Edited by a team of intrepid 2Ls
and 3Ls, ALR publishes papers on a wide variety of
legal subjects and hosts events like its annual
reception. Participants receive three credits for their
work. If you’re interested in joining, applications are
due in September of 2L and are evaluated based
on grades, a cover letter, and a heavy-on-citations
edit test (apparently last year’s took 11 hours to
complete, so it ain’t for the faint of heart).

Clerkships
Do you have your sights set on being...a judge?
JK, it’s way too early to think about that. But if
you’re interested in seeing what judges do every
day and helping them with their jobs, clerkships are
one of the best ways to get a firsthand look at the
inner workings of the judicial system. You can clerk
as an upper-year as part of a course, where you’ll
work as an RA for a judge in Alberta provincial or
appellate court. You can also apply later in second
year to clerk as part of your articles with a provincial
or federal court. So if you’re a Supreme Court clerk
hopeful, you’ll apply for that in second year.

2L Recruit
If you would rather work a firm job in the
summer between 2L and 3L, or if you weren’t
able to get the 1L job you wanted, you’re in
luck! The 2L recruit starts in September of
second year and is much less condensed than
the 1L recruit. The process for recruitment is
different from 1L: Career Services manages
your interview schedule, for one, and firms
have more flexibility in scheduling interviews
and meeting candidates. One thing of note:
while only a few Edmonton firms participate in
the 2L recruit, almost all of the Calgary firms do
it. There are more jobs available in 2L than in
1L, so the odds are substantially better overall.

Internships and
externships
There are a bunch of for-credit internships
and externships that you can apply for in your
upper years—you can intern with the Alberta
Utilities Commission for course credit, for
instance. Or you can sign up for courses that
combine lecture learning with real-world
experience—one example of this is the Low
Income and the Law course, which gives
students the opportunity to work part-time with
the Edmonton Community Legal Centre or
Legal Aid Clinics (these kinds of placements
can turn into articling positions later, too). The
options are pretty expansive, so keep an open
mind and figure out what might suit you best.

